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Abstract— Our novel Call Admission Control (CAC)
scheme [1], [2] determines the number of Expedited For-
warding (EF ) (Premium) flows accepted, based on e2e
available bandwidth measurement. However, it does not
control the number of flows that could be accepted at a
node or over a link along a selected routing path for an EF
flow. Hence we complemented the functionality of CAC with
original traffic management algorithms [2], [3] to balance
EF traffic along the selected routing path for new EF flows
and consequently across Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
network. The novelty of these algorithms emerges from the
fact that they employ an optimization dimension of EF
traffic, namely the partitioning of End-to-End (e2e) delay
required for a new flow into per-link or per-DiffServ node
along the selected routing path. Furthermore, some network
resource policies are incorporated with these algorithms to
apportion the e2e resource required for EF traffic flows into
per-DiffServ node requirement along the selected routing
path. We demonstrate through analysis and simulation that
our proposed optimal e2e delay budget management algo-
rithms are superior to Equi-Partitioning (EP ) algorithm
for DiffServ in guaranteeing e2e delay bounds required for
EF flows. Furthermore, highly loaded DiffServ nodes are
assigned low delay budget and the opposite for low loaded
DiffServ nodes, which result in increasing DiffServ network
resource utilization.

Index Terms— DiffServ, E2E delay budget partition-
ing,Resource partitioning policies,EF load balancing

I. INTRODUCTION

The DiffServ architecture [4], [5] is currently consid-
ered as a promising IP QoS solution due to its scalability
and ease of implementation in Internet switches, routers;
and traffic routing mechanisms. End-to-end (e2e) differ-
entiated services are achieved by concatenation of per-
domain services and Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
between adjoining domains along the different routes
that the traffic traverses from the source to destination.
The per-domain services are realized through providing
qualitative Per-Hop Behavior (PHB), by employing ap-
propriate multiservice scheduling and efficient resource
management algorithms in the core routers. Two PHBs are
standardized by IETF: Expedited Forwarding(Premium)
PHB (EFPHB) [5], [6] to implement services requiring
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low delay/jitter and low losses; and Assured Forwarding
PHB (AFPHBs) [7], [8] to implement services requir-
ing assured bandwidth. The premium service can offer a
user a performance level that is similar to that of a leased
line, as long as the user’s traffic is limited to a given
bandwidth [4].

However, providing strict network resources, precisely
bandwidth to packet flows in the Internet is inher-
ently challenging task. It requires signaling mecha-
nisms,policing mechanisms,as well as,accurate and rapid
accounting of network resources, and call admission con-
trol. Many real-time applications; such as, VoIP, video or
industrial control systems demand efficient and effective
communication services. By real time traffic, we mean
that a packet belonging to this traffic is delivered from
its sources to its destination within a predefined e2e
deadline. Packets delivered beyond these e2e deadlines
are considered useless. To support the QoS requirements
of real time traffic, the Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
need to dedicate part of network resources for each
customer. This creates a challenging problem for every
service provider, which is how to maximize the utiliza-
tion efficiency of his physical network infrastructure and
still support heterogeneous QoS requirements of different
customers. Telephone service providers can ask almost
the same question: How can their IP telephony operator
working on underlying DiffServ network distributes EF
traffic flows over the different network routing paths and
nodes, so that all these flows are offered similar QoS
guarantees, while satisfying other traffic classes’ QoS
requirements.

The direct answer on such challenging problem is to
employ traffic engineering methods imbedded in MPLS
techniques. These select explicit routes for LSPs between
a given source and destination. Each LSP could act as
a traffic trunk carrying an aggregate traffic flow that
requires QoS guarantees; such as, delay,jitter and loss
bounds. The key approach underlying traffic engineering
algorithms, such as [9], [10], is to select routing paths so
as to balance the traffic loads on the network links and
nodes. Meanwhile real time traffic load could be optimally
balanced across a DiffServ domain, by employing optimal
schemes for partitioning their required e2e delay along the
links or nodes constituting a selected routing path for EF
flows accepted.
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The DiffServ server (i.e, edge or core router) must de-
termine appropriate delay bounds for the different traffic
classes, which necessitates a strong coupling relationship
between the scheduling mechanisms and management
algorithms employed in network. Furthermore, network
resources must be managed on e2e basis to guarantee
network performance, particulary e2e QoS offered to
EF traffic. Scheduling Service Disciplines (SSDs) and
resource management algorithms operate together in order
to provide qualitative per-hop behavior that corresponds to
the packets’ DSCP. These algorithms also require robust
mechanisms for performing call admission control and
resource reservation, which react according to determined
control policies like those related to the EF QoS guar-
antees and EF traffic balancing across the network. The
link sharing polices imbedded in the higher level resource
management mechanisms employed in DiffServ network
allow multiple organizations to have access to a guaran-
teed share of the link bandwidth during their activities
over the network. Furthermore, these policies represent
the basic rules according to which penalty boxing or
call admission algorithms employed at the ingress routers
can detect or control, respectively unresponsive and high
bandwidth flows in terms of congestion, QoS violation or
degradation. Thus creating incentives for the use of traffic
imbalance, e2e congestion control procedure and e2e QoS
guarantees.

The ability to efficiently manage DiffServ network
resources is critical in order to effectively address e2e
QoS guarantees required for EF traffic. Networks must
determine appropriate delay bounds, for each core router
within the networks, in order to guarantee the e2e delay
required for EF flows. Furthermore, ingress routers must
be able to re-negotiate delays,when, due to node failure
along the flow’s routing path, the network is no longer
able to continue supporting the EF service. The direct
implication of DiffServ network design choice is the
ability to implement a wide variety of service behaviors.
Different SSDs can be used to enforce a desired per-hop
behaviors for different classes of services, particularly to
optimally manage the output link capacity or to partition
efficiently the bandwidth among the different supported
traffic classes.

In this paper, we investigate this by proposing first
some policies for partitioning network resources on e2e
basis, to guarantee the e2e QoS required for EF traffic.
These are incorporated with optimal e2e delay budget
partitioning algorithms to quantify the advantage for
DiffServ network dimensioning of having a non-uniform
allocation of e2e delay requirement over the links and
nodes constituting a routing path. Whenever a new EF
flow is accepted by CAC scheme [1], [2], our proposed
management algorithms [3], [11]: Load Based Delay
Slack Partitioning (LBDSB), and Load balancing Based
e2e Delay Partitioning (LBEDP ) algorithms balance
EF traffic along the selected routing path for this new
flow. The LBDSB algorithm apportions the slack in e2e
delay of this flow into per-link delay along the selected

routing path. It is supposed that rate-based scheduling
service discipline serves EF traffic packets at DiffServ
nodes along their routing path. In contrasts, the LBEDP

algorithm apportions the entire e2e delay requirement of
this flow into per-DiffServ node along the selected routing
path. It is supposed that delay-based scheduling service
discipline serves EF traffic packets along their routing
path.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we introduce the different SSDs, and analyze
their impact on delay budget. In section III, we discuss
and analyze the previous work. In section IV, we define
EF traffic model and network topology. We formalize also
the problem that will be treated throughout the paper.
In section V, we derive different network resource par-
titioning policies for EF aggregate traffic. These map e2e
resource required for an EF connection into per-DiffServ
hop service rate along its routing path. In section VI, we
present a novel e2e delay budget partitioning algorithm,
which is built on rate-based scheduling. In section VII,
we define an EF workload model. Based on this model,
we derive in section VIII the low and maximum delay
values that can be supported by a DiffServ node. In
section IX, we present another novel e2e delay budget
partitioning algorithm, which is built on delay-based
scheduling. In section X, we present the characteristics
of the simulation environment, and show some results.
Finally in section XI, we will draw a conclusion to this
paper.

II. MULTISERVICE SCHEDULING DISCIPLINES

Due to the strong coupling relationship between our
proposed management algorithms and SSDs employed in
DiffServ network: in this section we introduce a brief
and oriented survey about the different scheduling service
disciplines, which might be employed to guarantee the e2e
QoS, namely e2e delay required for EF traffic.

MultiService Scheduling Disciplines (MSSDs) are
responsible for QoS differentiation, control and guarantee
required by the different traffic classes enabled in DiffServ
network. Since an SSD determines a service order of
packets belonging to the different flows, it has a direct
control on how the core routers in DiffServ network offer
service to the different traffic classes. Due to the diversity
of traffic characteristics and its QoS requirements which
must be realized in this network, more sophisticated
scheduling service disciplines than the simple FIFO or
FCFS SSD must be employed. In other words, advanced
and intelligent scheduling algorithms are required to prior-
itize users’ traffic to meet various QoS requirements while
fully utilizing network resources. Scheduling service dis-
ciplines are typically evaluated along several dimensions,
such as tightness of delay bounds, achievable network
utilization, fairness and protection, protocol overhead and
robustness.

We classify MSSDs into two categories: proportional
differentiation based scheduling, and link sharing based
scheduling which we further classify into three classes of
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scheduling policies, namely fair queuing-based, deadline-
based and delay-based, and rate based scheduling. Fair
Queuing (FQ) allocates bandwidth proportionally to ac-
tive or backlogged flows based on their weights [12].
The deadline-based scheduling policy dynamically as-
signs priorities to packets based on their deadlines. The
packet with the closest deadline is assigned the highest
priority. This policy has been shown to have a maximum
schedulability region for a set of delay vectors [13]–[15].
The delay based-scheduling assigns priorities to flows
so that flows with shorter delays have higher priorities
than those with longer delays. It has been shown that
this policy is optimal among fixed-priority scheduling
algorithms [16]. Rate based scheduling [17] is a general
framework, which consists of two main components:
a regulator and a scheduling discipline .The regulator
determines the eligibility time for each packet, and once
a packet becomes eligible, the scheduler may select this
packet for transmission. It is shown in [17], that this
policy handles effectively the delay jitter of real time
flows. The MSSDs function as work conserving and
non-work conserving scheduling mechanisms. In work
conserving mechanisms, an SSD becomes idle only when
there are no packets waiting for transmission. However,
in non-work conserving mechanisms, the SSD transmits a
packet only when the packet is eligible for transmission,
so it may become idle even when there are packets waiting
for service.

III. RELATED WORK

Our aim in this paper is not to propose a new SSD.
However, we would rather address the problem of how to
efficiently partition the e2e delay required for EF traffic
in DiffServ network, over the different links and nodes
constituting a routing path. Computing the e2e delay
bounds for all affected EF flows on the new flow’s route
at each connection setup time is tedious work and time
consuming if the network has a large number of Ingress-
Egress (I − E) flows. This problem can be solved by
partitioning the e2e delay requirement into individual link
delay budget assignments. A new connection can then be
admitted only when the link delay budget guarantees on a
routing path are satisfied and this can be checked locally.
The e2e delay budget partitioning problem is to find the
delay budget link or node allocation that is best according
to some relevant objective function or optimal capacity
assignment.

The conclusion from what have been discussed so far
and aforementioned QoS mechanisms is that a DiffServ
hop can support a feasible range of delay values. These
values fall in a delay interval starts from the minimum
or low delay bound value (dlf ), and terminates at the
maximum or upper delay bound value (duf ) that the
hop can support and real-time applications tolerate (we
will see later how we can drive these values). When
the e2e delay requirement Dreq

new of a new flow is below
the e2e delay of the routing paths connecting its ingress
to a closest egress router to its destination, then this

flow is simply rejected. If the Dreq
new of a new flow is

greater than the e2e delay of the routing paths connecting
its ingress to the egress connecting to its destination,
then the new flow may be accepted with probability

of e2e delay bound violation equivalent to (

MP

j=1

d
uf
j

D
req
new

)+.
However, when Dreq

new of a new flow satisfies the following

condition:
M∑

j=1

d
lf
j ≤ Dreq

new ≤
M∑

j=1

d
uf
j , then there must

be a mechanism to distribute properly the total remained

delay (i.e.,Dreq
new −

M∑
j=1

d
lf
j ) over the different M-links or

nodes constituting the selected routing path.

The motivation for local allocation approach was dis-
cussed extensively in [18]. There has also been a large
amount of work on optimal partitioning of e2e QoS
budget into local constraints along a path [19]–[21].
In these references, they mainly focus on finding an
efficient QoS budget allocation, where the performance
metric is considered efficient if the optimal algorithms
bring any substantial gain in the network performance.
A comparison study done in [18] to evaluate the optimal
and near optimal allocation schemes. In [22], the authors
examined how to optimally allocate e2e average delay
requirements to the links traversed by (σ, ρ, π)-regulated
flows. Furthermore, they compared the equal and optimal
partitioning with envelope-regulated traffic for a tandem
network. However, their proposed optimal partitioning
scheme is based on FIFO scheduling discipline, so they
considered only one measure of delay for all the flows
traversing a routing path.

In [23], the authors provided an elaborate analysis
about the e2e statistical performance guarantees given to
the traffic generated by sources modeled with a family of
bounding interval-dependent random variables, and served
by rate controlled service discipline inside the network.
However, their work did not address the issue of how to
partition the e2e delay requirements into link-delay bud-
gets. In [24], the authors introduced a concept of real-time
channel to guarantee a real-time service performance. It
is defined as a simplex connection between a source and
a destination characterized by parameters representing the
performance requirements of a user generating a con-
nection request. They studied the feasibility of providing
real-time services on a packet-switched store-and-forward
and a modified Earliest Deadline First (EDF) wide-area
network with general topology. They describe a scheme
for the establishment of channels with deterministic or
statistical delay bounds [23], [25], [26], channels with a
variety of offered load and burstiness characteristics. A
source-destination path goes through a number of nodes
where the transmitted information can be stored and then
forwarded to the next node. Some of the links between
adjacent store-and-forward nodes may actually be non-
store-and-forward networks, provided their total delay can
be bounded. Thus, the only assumption they made about
the links between store-and-forward nodes is that there be
a known and finite bound for the link delay of each packet.
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In [27], the authors presented an allocation scheme using
different traffic models and pointing out precisely where
changes have to be made to the e2e QoS allocation and
mapping design problem. They also presented a decom-
position property of the dimensioning problem when the
packet queues are M/M/1. In that case, they found out
that the optimal delay budget partitioning can be done
independently of traffic matrices and routing. They solved
a nonlinear program and showed the advantage of the
optimal partitioning over the equal partitioning with vari-
ous effective bandwidth models in network dimensioning.
In [28], the authors proposed Proportional Partitioning
(PP ) approach. They considered resource reservation for
multicast flows and partition of e2e QoS over links of
a multicast tree in proportion to the utilization of each
link. They were developed within an admission control
framework. The performance of PP was shown to be
better than Equal Partitioning (EP) since it accounts for
different link loads.

If an equal/proprtional partition result in tighter delay
requirements than the minimum possible at some link,
then the proposal in [28] assigns the minimum delay at
that link and performs equal/proportional allocation over
remaining links. With such an approach, the minimum
delay assignment converts the corresponding link into
a bottleneck, disabling all the paths that contain it. In
contrast, in [13], the authors partition the slack in e2e
delay instead of the entire e2e delay, which helps to
prevent the formation of bottleneck links as long as non-
zero slack is available. Well-thought of algorithms to
partition e2e QoS requirements of a unicast or multicast
flow into per-link QoS requirements have been proposed
in [10], [19], [29]. The optimization criteria is to minimize
a global cost function which is the sum of local link
costs. The cost functions are assumed to be weekly convex
in [19] and increase with the severity of QoS requirements
at the link costs in which each link offers only a discrete
number of QoS guarantees and costs. For the algorithms
in [10], [19], [29], [30] to be effective, one needs to
carefully devise a per-link cost function that accurately
captures the global optimization objective.

In conclusion, we have two mechanisms of e2e QoS
budget partitioning: equal and optimal or proportional
partitioning mechanism. Our objective is to maximize the
number of real-time flows accepted in a network. Here,
we aim at admitting more EF flows in DiffServ network,
provided that their QoS requirements are satisfied. Fur-
thermore, EF traffic load is balanced across the network,
so other traffic aggregates can also traverse the network
without any QoS degradation due to EF traffic. In the
following section we define our system model, including
EF traffic model and network topology which will be
used later as a simulation environment, for evaluating our
proposed optimal delay budget partitioning algorithms.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a discrete time system serving flows
within a class using a Weight Fair Queuing(WFQ) service

Figure 1. EF traffic model in DiffServ network.

discipline. A path is defined as a set of links and nodes
connecting the source to the destination.

A. definitions

We provide the following notations that will be used
throughout the text. The corresponding symbols can be
found in Fig. 1 and Fig 2.

1) ρ:= data rate
2) r

avg
k := average bandwidth required for kth flow

3) σ:= burst size
4) π:= data Peak rate
5) Lk:= EF packet size, belonging to kth flow
6) Lmax:= maximum best effort (BE) packet size
7) N := number of active flows
8) M := number of DiffServ nodes
9) BEF := reserved buffer for EF aggregate

10) CEF :=reserved bandwidth for EF aggregate

B. Expedited Forwarding Traffic Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we suppose that EF traffic is
generated by a number of deterministic ON-OFF sources.
These generate traffic with peak rate π, which is described
by a succession of cycles, each such cycle comprising an
ON-period followed by an OFF-period. During the ON-
periods the sources are active and produce traffic at the
constant rate of π(packet/slot)(for simplicity we set this
rate to the unity, say one packet/slot, i.e., π = 1); the
sources are silent during the OFF-periods: For each n =
0, 1, ..., let On and Fn denote the durations in time slots
of the ON-period and OFF-period in the (n + 1)st cycle,
respectively. An independent ON-OFF source is one for
which, first the {1, 2, ...}-valued rvs {Fn, n = 1, ...} and
{On, n = 1, ...} are mutually independent rvs which are
independent of the pair of rvs F0 and O0 associated with
the initial cycle. Second the rvs {Fn, n = 1, ...} and
{On, n = 1, ...} are i.i.d rvs with generic OFF-period
duration rv F and ON-period duration rv O. Throughout
the generic rvs, O and F are assumed to be independent
{1, 2, ...}-valued rvs such that 0 < E[O], E[F ] <∞, and
we simply refer to the independent ON-OFF process just
defined as the ON-OFF source(O, F ).

As long as the periods of the sources relate to rational
numbers, the resulting queue is periodic. The only random
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effect is the phase of the source; the durations of the
activity periods and silence themselves are not random.
EF traffic is regulated through a Dual Laky Bucket (DLB)
installed at the different ingress routers. Thus (ρ, π, σ)-
regulated EF flows arrive at the core routers. The DiffServ
server is modeled with an input buffer BEF and constant
depletion rate CEF reserved for EF aggregate. We assume
that all the traffic flows are homogeneous and regulated
with the same parameters (ρ, π, σ), where π is the traffic
peak rate. Notice that the only random effect is the phase
of the sources: The start of the ON time is uniformly
distributed on the period of the source.

C. Network Model And Problem Identification

As shown in Fig. 2, we use WFQ SSD to support
the different traffic aggregates in DiffServ network. Let
FEF

k represents the packets belonging to kth EF flow
among other active flows in the EF traffic aggregate in
the network. The delay bound of these flows at each link
is inversely proportional to their bandwidth reservation.
Thus, the amount of delay budget allocated to FEF

k at
a link determines the amount of bandwidth reservation
that FEF

k requires at that link. In Fig. 2, FEF
k is defined

as a traffic aggregate that carries traffic with an average
bandwidth of r

avg
k and burst size σk . Given two requests

from EF sou1,12 for setting up new EF flows at edges1,2,
respectively. Suppose that both of edges1,2 selected the
same routing path between them and edge4 to route
accepted new flows until their destinations EF Dest1,12,
respectively. It is very possible that resource reservation
over some links constituting this routing path runs out
much earlier than others, thus rendering the entire network
routing path unusable. Consequently, our problem can be
stated as follows: How do the edge routers1,2 as other
edges partition the e2e resource requirements into per-
link resource requirement. Furthermore, how do these
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Figure 2. (A) The employed DiffServ network topology in the sim-
ulation environment (B) Output buffer and link sharing properties of
DiffServ router.

routers partition the e2e delay DEF
k requirement into

per-link delay budgets such that (1) the e2e delay DEF
k

requirement is satisfied, (2) the amount of traffic admitted
along the routing path can be maximized in the long-
term? and (3) The deviation in the EF traffic loads on
the different network links is as small as possible. In the
following section, we solve the first part of the problem,
by proposing some network policies for determining the
required bandwidth at a DiffServ server, so that the local
delay bound is met and hence e2e delay bound is satisfied.

V. RESOURCE PARTITIONING POLICES

EF PHB is defined as a forwarding treatment for a
DiffServ aggregate such as the rate at which EF traffic
is served at a given output interface should be at least
the configured rate R, over a suitably defined interval,
independent of the offered load of non-EF traffic to
that interface [5], [6]. However, this condition is almost
difficult to satisfy in the Internet network. As a result,
queues are spontaneously formed which certainly cause
high delay and non negligible jitter to traversing traffic in
this network. Based on this configuration definition [5],
[6] of EF service class, FEF

k is assigned a service rate rk

as follows: rk > r
avg
k at each DiffServ server along its

routing path. Suppose that FEF
k traverses a routing path

of M DiffServ nodes before it arrives at its destination.

Let rmin = mini=1...M ri, where
N∑

k=1

rk,m ≤ Cm
EF at mth

DiffServ node. In [31], A. K. Parekh and R. G. Gallager
derived the e2e delay of any packet belonging to FEF

k ,
which is described as follows:

DEF
k ≤

σk

rmin

+

M∑
j=1

Lk

rj,k

+
Lmax

Cj − C
j
EF

(1)

FEF
k is served by mth DiffServ router, if EF traffic

aggregate at this router meets two conditions: First, the

stability condition which requires
N∑

k=1

ρk ≤ CEF
m . Second,

the schedulability condition which requires
N∑

k=1

rk ≤

CEF
m . If it is accepted, then it is served at service rate

at each DiffServ node along a selected routing path by
an Edge router, according to one of the following three
Resource Division Policies (RDPs).

A. Symmetric Distribution Policy

In the Symmetric Distribution Policy (SDP), all the
DiffServ nodes offer to FEF

k packets the same service
rate,i.e., rj,k = rmin ,∀j ∈ [1, ..., M ]. By substituting
rj,k by rmin in the formula described in 1, and solving
for the minimum service rate rmin assigned for flow k,
then we can describe rmin as follows:

rj,k = rmin =
σk + (M − 1) ∗ Lk

DEF
k −

M∑
j=1

Lmax

Cj−C
j

EF

(2)

Note that rj,k satisfies the local delay bound of the packets
belonging to FEF

k at the DiffServ nodes along their
routing path.
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B. Capacity Proportional Policy

In the Capacity Proportional Policy (CPP), the DiffServ
nodes offer to FEF

k packets service rate proportional to
the reserved capacity rate for EF traffic aggregate Ck

EF .
Thus, rj,k = αj ∗C

j
EF , ∀j ∈ [1, ..., M ]. By substituting

rj,k by αj ∗ C
j
EF in the formula described in 1, and

solving this for the constant αj . Then, we solve it for the
minimum service rate rj,k which is described as follows:

rj,k =

σk−Lk

Cmin
EF

+
M∑

j=1

Lk

C
j

EF

DEF
k −

M∑
j=1

Lmax

Cj−C
j

EF

∗ C
j
EF , ∀j ∈ [1, ..., M ]

(3)
where α is a constant variable takes values between 0 and
1. Note that, rj,k is required for a new EF flow to meet its
local delay bound at each DiffServ node along its routing
path.

C. Remaining Capacity Proportional Policy

In the Remaining Capacity Proportional Policy (RCPP),
the DiffServ nodes offer to FEF

k packets service rate pro-
portional to the remaining capacity reserved for EF aggre-

gate at a DiffServ node: Rj,k = C
j
EF −

N∑
K=1

rj,k, ∀j ∈

[1, ..., M ]. Thus, rj,k = αj ∗ Rj,k, ∀j ∈ [1, ..., M ]. By
substituting rj,k by αj ∗ Rj,k in the formula described
in 1, and solving the equation for the constant αj . Then,
we solve this for the minimum service rate required for
EF flow to meet its delay bound at DiffServ nodes, we
get the following:

rj,k =

σk−Lk

Rmin
j,k

+
M∑

j=1

Lk

Rj,k

DEF
k −

M∑
j=1

Lmax

Cj−C
j

EF

∗Rj,k, ∀j ∈ [1, ..., M ]

(4)
Note however that using SDP and CPP to compute the

service rate at a DiffServ server may result in a service
rate greater than the remaining capacity Rj,k, at one or
more DiffServ servers. These hops are called Resource-
Restricted Hops (RRHs). To handle this problem, the
DiffServ edge router either simply rejects the new flow,
or it applies the RCPP, where it distributes the slack in
e2e delay over the links constituting FEF

k ’s routing path.
In the following section, we introduce an optimal delay
budget partitioning algorithm for EF e2e delay, which is
built on rate-based SSD.

VI. EF E2E DELAY PARTITIONING

When a new EF flow is requested at Edge1 shown
in Fig. 2, and requires Dreq

new, i.e., none of the packets
carried by this flow can exceed the delay bound of Dreq

new.
Assume that the selected routing path between Edge1 and
Edge4 for the new flow consists of M links, and that N-1
flows have already been admitted on this path. The total
capacity and current bandwidth reservation of EF traffic

on the output link jth of each DiffServ node are denoted
by CEFtot

and CEFres
respectively. The goal of delay

budget partitioning is to distribute the new flow’s Dreq
new

into a set of delay budgets dj,new on the M links or nodes
and dual leaky bucket delay dDLB operating at the Edge1,
such that the following constraint is satisfied

dDLB +

M∑
j=1

dj,new ≤ Dreq
new (5)

And the number of flows that can be admitted over the
selected routing path for the new flow in the long-term
is maximized. Packets at each DiffServ hop are served
by the WFQ, as shown in Fig. 2. In [12], the authors
derived the worst case delay dj,k experienced at hop j by
any packet belonging to flow FEF

k under WFQ, which is
described as follows:

dj,k =
γj,k

rj,k

+
Lk

rj,k

+
Lmax

Cj − C
j
EF

(6)

where γj,k is FEF
k ’s input burst size at hop j. The first

component of the queuing delay is fluid fair queueing
delay. The second component delay is the packetization
delay. And, the third component is SSD non-preemptive
delay. For any rate-based SSD, we assume that a function
of the form dj(.) exists that correlates the buffer BEFres,k

and bandwidth reservation rj,k on a hop j to its packet
delay bound dj,k,i.e., dj,k = dj(rj,k, BEFres,k

).

Algorithm 1 Load-Based e2e Delay Slack
Partitioning(LBDSP) Algorithm.

Algorithm VI.1: EFDELAYPARTITIONING(Dreq)

comment: Compute dj,new [j] ∀j ∈ [1, ..., M ]

comment: Apply the admission control decision

γ = 0.45; η = γ;
while (1)

do

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

for j = 1 to M

do

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

rj,new [j] = max(CEFtot
− CEFres

−CEFtot

ρEFj

MP

j=1

ρEFj

.η, ravg
new);

dj,new[j] = dj(rj,new [j]);
dDLB = σnew

minj∈M{rj,new[j]} ;

�Dnew = Dreq − (dDLB+
M∑

j=1

dj,new[j]);

if (�Dnew > 0 and �Dnew ≤ ζ)
return (Dj,new[j]);
γ = γ

2 ;
if (�Dnew > 0)
η = η + γ;

else
η = η − γ;
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A. Naive Admission Control Algorithm

Before computing the delay of a new flow dj,New at
each link j, the Edge1 needs to determine whether this
new flow FEF

N can be admitted in the network. To this
end, first we need to calculate the minimum delay budget
that can be guaranteed to FEF

N . Thus the minimum delay
budget at link j is given by dj(CEFtot,j

−CEFres,j
). From

the equation described in 6, the flow FEF
N can be admitted

if the following is satisfied:
σnew

min(CEFtot,j
− CEFres,j

)
+ (7)

M∑
j=1

dj(CEFtot,j
− CEFres,j

) � Dreq
new

B. Load-Based e2e Delay Slack Partitioning

After having admitted the new flow FEF
N , Edge1 needs

to determine the delay assignment at each link along the
selected routing path. From the equation described in 7,
the edge can calculate the slack in a delay as follows:

�Dnew = Dreq
new − (dDLB +

M∑
j=1

dj,new) (8)

If the flow FEF
N could be admitted, this means that

after assigning minimum delay budgets to the flow at
each link, the slack �Dnew is positive. The goal of
Load-Based e2e Delay Slack Partitioning (LBDSP ) is
to reduce the bandwidth requirement of a new flow at
each of the M links so that the number of admitted flows
can be maximized. By minimizing the load variation over
these links, the number of flow requests supported on the
routing path can be maximized.

Based on the analysis so far, the procedure of Load-
Based e2e Delay Slack Partitioning(LBDSP ) is de-
scribed in the algorithm 1. Let the remaining bandwidth
on the jth link after delay budget assignment be the form
CEFtot

.
ρEFj

MP

j=1

ρEFj

.η. The algorithm changes the values of η

in iterative manner until the resulting �Dnew falls below
a predetermined threshold ζ. The more ζ approaches
toward the zero value, the close LBDSP can ensure that
a link’s remaining capacity is proportional to the current
load on the links. In the following section, we introduce
an EF traffic model based on Linear Bounded Arrival
Process [32].

VII. EF FLOW WORKLOAD MODEL

The capability of a DiffServ hop to provide a range
of feasible delay values for a given EF flow requires a
mechanism by which a hop can determine the a mount
of service time required by an EF flow over a given
time interval. Consider a routing DiffServ hop,m, and
an EF flow,k, characterized by its maximum e2e delay
value, DEF

max, and its Linear Bounded Arrival Process
(LBAP) [32] traffic rate specification vector (bk, rk, nk),
where nk is the number of packets generated over rk

and bk is the maximum packet burst size over any time
interval, so that the application’s long-term packet rate is
(nk

rk
). The maximum number of packets,σk(τ), generated

by k over a time interval of size τ can be computed as
follows:

σ(τ) = bk + �
τ

rk

	 ∗ nk (9)

Let µm,k = ( Lk

gm
) represents the maximum amount of

service time required to process a packet from flow k at
DiffServ hop m, where Lk is the packet size of flow k,
and gm is the service rate at hop m. Given the traffic rate
specified by flow k, the maximum amount of service time
required by k over an interval of size τ can be computed
as follows: Sk,m(τ) = σk(τ) ∗ µk,m. Note that, flow k′s

workload is specified by computing the maximum number
of intervals of size rk that can fit in τ and multiplying this
value by the number of packets that can be generated per
rk interval. This load characterization provides an upper
bound on the amount of traffic generated by flow k over
a time interval τ . In the following section, we derive the
delay range feasibility values at DiffServ hop m.

VIII. DELAY RANGE FEASIBILITY OF DIFFSERV-HOP

Small per-DiffServ hop delay values reduce the ef-
fective buffer required for EF traffic flows, but increase
its effective capacity requirements. In contrast, large per-
DiffServ hop delay values increase the effective buffer
required for EF traffic flows. Hence, the characterization
of the low feasible delay bound d

lfEF

k,m , of EF flow k
at hop m for a fixed a mount of buffer, become a
factor of hop m’s capacity excess. Consequently, given a
sufficient buffer size to hold flow k‘s traffic,dlfEF

k,m can be
exclusively determined based on the amount of capacity
that can be allocated to k without violating the traffic
requirements of the remaining flows currently supported
by hop m.

On the other hand, the characterization of the upper
feasible delay bound d

ufEF

k,m of flow k at DiffServ hop
m is directly correlated to the buffer size of this hop.
Assuming that a sufficient amount of capacity is available,
the upper delay bound d

ufEF

k,m , that can be supported by
hop m is exclusively dependent on the amount of buffer
capacity that can be allocated to flow k without violat-
ing the traffic requirements of the currently supported
flows. Consequently, the characterization of d

ufEF

k,m can
be achieved based exclusively on DiffServ hop i’s buffer
excess. In what follows, we present models to characterize
the capacity and buffer size reserved for EF traffic at
DiffServ hop. We then show how these models can be
used to derive the low and upper feasible delay bound
values, d

lfEF

k,m and d
ufEF

k,m , respectively.

A. Expedited Forwarding Reserved Capacity Model

For a given class of delay-based DiffServ hop, we can
derive some quantitative mechanisms to be used by the
hop to assess the feasibility of supporting the require-
ments of a new EF flow while continuing to guarantee
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the requirements of currently supported flows. This can
be achieved by computing the utilization of the scheduled
activities and comparing it to a schedulable bound which
depends on the scheduling policy used by the employing
scheduling service discipline at DiffServ hop.

Let m be a DiffServ hop which uses a non preemp-
tive deadline-based scheduling policy to serve EF traffic
packets, and consider a set of EF flows,k = 1, 2, ...N,

traversing the hop m. Each flow k is characterized by its
traffic specification vector (bk, rk, nk) and its e2e delay
DEF

maxk
. Furthermore, packets from flow k encounter a

delay dk,m at DiffServ hop m. The support of flows
k = 1, 2, ...N are feasible at DiffServ hop m if

N∑
k=1

Sk,m(dk,m)

dk,m

≤ 1−
sup1≤k≤N{µk,m}

inf1≤k≤N{dk,m}
(10)

where Sk,m(dk,m) is the maximum amount of service
time required by flow k over its assigned delay dk,m,at

node i. The term (
sup1≤k≤N{µk,m}

inf1≤k≤N{dk,m}
) accounts for nonpre-

emptive aspect of the packet service at hop k. It represents
the maximum waiting time before a higher priority packet
is served, when it arrives just at the instant a lower priority
packet gained access to the DiffServ hop.

For a given a DiffServ hop m and a set
of N flows belonging to EF traffic aggregate,
with delays,{d1,m, ..., dk,m, ..., dN,m}, and service
requirements,(S1,m(d1,m), ..., Sk,m(dk,m)
, ..., SN,m(dN,m)), respectively, the feasibility test for
the above nonpreemptive, delay based DiffServ hop can
be described as follows:

N∑
k=1

Sk,m(dk,m)

dk,m

≤ Cm
EF −

µ

d
(11)

where µ = sup1≤k≤N{µk,m} and d = inf1≤k≤N{dk,m}.
The term Cm

EF denotes the total percentage of service
capacity which must be allocated to provide guaranteed
service to traffic flows constitute EF traffic aggregate at
hop m.

So far we mentioned that amount CEFtot
of the whole

capacity of DiffServ hop m, Cm is reserved to support
the EF aggregate traffic requirements. When a new EF
flow is admitted by the network, there is a mount CEFres

of CEFtot
reserved for already accepted EF flows. Let

Cm
BE represents the capacity needed for potential non

preemptiveness at the hop m. Hence, we can define the
excess capacity Cm

EFexc
of CEFtot

as the percentage of
hop m’s total reserved capacity for EF aggregate, which
can be allocated to support new EF flows. Consequently,
at any instant, Cm

EFexc satisfies Cm
EFexc

= CEFtot
−

CEFres
− Cm

BE .

B. Expedited Forwarding allocated Buffer Model

The buffer size Bm determines the total number of
packets which can be queued either in the waiting rooms
or service queues at DiffServ hop m. The waiting room
is used to absorb the jitter [33], [34] introduced upon a
flow’s packets at the previous upstream hop. A packet is

considered early at a given hop if the actual time spent at
the upstream hop is less than the original delay assigned
to the packet. The earliness of a packet determines the
amount of time a packet is held in the waiting room
before it is considered eligible for service and moved
to its appropriate service queue. By absorbing the jitter,
the traffic pattern of a flow can be reconstructed at each
DiffServ hop to the form it had when it entered the
network.

At any time, amount BEF
m of hop m’s Bm is allocated

to accept EF flows such that no packets are dropped due to
lack of buffer space. Let Bexc

m represents the buffer excess
which can be allocated to handle packets belonging to new
EF flows. Thus, Bexc

i = BEF
m − Bres

m . In what follows,
we see how the EF capacity and buffer models described
so far can be used by a DiffServ hop m to derive the
low and upper feasible delay bound values, d

lfEF

k,m and

d
ufEF

k,m , respectively for a new EF flow k, characterized
by its rate specification vector (bk, rk, nk). These delay
bound values provide a range of feasible delays that can
be supported by the DiffServ hop m.

C. EF Low Feasible delay Value

The characterization of the EF excess capacity is the
basis for the computation of the low per-hop delay bound
value that can be supported by a DiffServ hop. Let
SN+1,m(τ) represents the maximum workload required
by a new EF flow N + 1 at DiffServ hop m over a
potential delay bound τ . As described above the exact
criterion for the new EF flow to be accepted by a delay-
based DiffServ hop m, without violating the requirement
of the flows currently supported by m, can be described
as follows:

N∑
k=1

Sk,m(dk,m)

dk,m

+
SN+1,m(τ)

τ
≤ Cm

EF −
µ

min(d, τ)

(12)
Substituting SN+1,m(τ)

τ
by its workload-based values, re-

sults in

bN+1 + � τ
rN+1
	.nN+1

τ
≤ Cm

EF−

N∑
j=1

Sk,m(dk,m)

dk,m

−
µ

min(d, τ)

(13)
The value τ represents a lowest feasible delay bound
value d

lfEF

N+1,m that hop m can offer to new flow N + 1.
If bN+1 + ( τ

rN+1
+ 1).nN+1 packets can be served by

the hop m without any delay, then bN+1 + � τ
rN+1
	.nN+1

can also be served without any delay by the hop m. The
lowest feasible delay values dlfEF

m can thus be described
as follows:

d
lfEF

N+1,m =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

bN+1+nN+1+µ

Cm
EFexc

−
nN+1

rN+1

if τ ≤ d

bN+1+nN+1+µ

Cm
EFexc

− 1
d
−

nN+1

rN+1

O.W (14)

D. EF Upper Delay Bound Value

The upper delay bound value d
ufEF

N+1,m represents the
maximum waiting time a packet from a flow N + 1 can
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be delayed at DiffServ hop m without causing flow N +1
to loose any of its packets and without violating the buffer
requirements of the remaining flows which are currently
backlogged at DiffServ hop m. This delay encompasses
the total time a packet from flow N+1 may wait in i’s
waiting rooms and service queues, and can be computed
based on the current excess buffer of hop m. Taking
in consideration the requirements of currently supported
flows, the buffer capacity constraint at hop m can be
expressed as follows:

N∑
k=1

BEF
k,m + BEF

N+1,m ≤ BEF
m (15)

Since packets from N + 1 may be queued in their
associated waiting room for up to dN+1,m−1 units of time,
the maximum amount of time a packet from N + 1 can
be queued at m is (dN+1,m−1 + dN+1,m). Consequently,
the number of buffers, BN+1,m,required to ensure a loss-
free service to N + 1 must be sufficient to hold the
maximum number of packets generated by N + 1 over
(dN+1,m−1 + dN+1,m). This number can be described as
follows:

BN+1,m = bN+1 + �
dN+1,m−1 + dN+1,m

rN+1
	.nN+1 (16)

bN+1 +(
dN+1,m−1 + dN+1,m

rN+1
+1).nN+1 ≤ Bexc

m (17)

Solving for dN+1,m−1 + dN+1,m, this results in

dN+1,m−1 + dN+1,m ≤
rN+1

nN+1
(Bexc

m − bN+1 − nN+1)

(18)
Therefore, if (Bexc

m − bN+1 − nN+1) > 0, a feasible
delay bound value d

ufEF

N+1,m = dN+1,m−1 + dN+1,m can
be expressed as follows:

d
ufEF

N+1,m =
rN+1

nN+1
(Bexc

m − bN+1 + nN+1) (19)

Based on the analysis so far, we introduce in the
following section another optimal EF e2e delay budget
partitioning algorithm.

IX. NETWORK RESOURCE BASED E2E DELAY

PARTITIONING

By considering the network resource reserved for EF
traffic aggregate at the DiffServ nodes, we could compute
the feasible delay range values that support new EF
traffic flows. Suppose that each DiffServ node has a
relatively large output buffer and small link capacity. The
initial feasible delay values are then adjusted to meet the
capacity requirements of each DiffServ node along the
routing path without violating the e2e delay requirements
of the flow. This policy is likely to achieve a more efficient
use of the network resources, which in turn increases
the capability of a DiffServ node to support new flow
requests. However, this policy entails some overhead, and
it may cost a lot when the EF traffic intensity is small
since the benefit of the network resource reduction and
resizing process is small. To this end, we propose another

Algorithm 2 Load Balancing Based e2e Delay
Partitioning(LBEDP) Algorithm.

Algorithm VIII.1: EFBALANCINGTRAFFIC(Dreq)

for j ← 1 to M

do

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

d1
j = max(Dreq.

ρEFj

MP

j=1

ρEFj

, d
lf
j );

d2
j = d

lf
j + |(duf

j − (dlf
j + d

lf
j−1))|;

dj,new[j] = min(d1
j , d

2
j );

for j ← 1 to M

do

{
while (dj,new [j] > d

uf
j )

do
{
dj,new [j] = d

lf
j + (

dj,new[j]−d
lf
j

2 );

while (
M∑

j=1

dj,new [j] > Dreq)

do

{
for j = 1 to M

do
{
Dj,new[j] = d

lf
j + (

dj,new[j]−d
lf
j

2 );

return (Dj,new[j]);

algorithm 2 for partitioning the entire e2e delay of EF
traffic to balance the load across the routing path so
the likelihood bottlenecks is minimized. To achieve this
objective, we propose the algorithm 2, to assign larger per-
DiffServ node delay budgets to highly loaded DiffServ
nodes than to lightly loaded nodes. In comparison to the
LBDSP algorithm, here the algorithm partitions entirely
the e2e delay of EF traffic.

A. Load Balancing Based e2e Delay Partitioning Algo-
rithm

The mechanism underlying Load Balancing Based e2e
Delay Partitioning (LBEDP ) is described in the al-
gorithm 2. It uses the entire e2e delay of EF traffic
rather than the slack in e2e delay employed in LBDSP

algorithm, to balance the EF traffic load along the routing
path when accepting a new EF traffic flow request. First,
it computes the initial dlf for this new flow in term of the
EF traffic intensity at each DiffServ node along its routing
path. Second, it tunes dlf values using a numerical search
method until they lie within each DiffServ node’s smallest
and largest feasible delay values, without violating the e2e
delay requirements of the new and already accepted flows.
Consequently, a lightly loaded node is assigned a smaller
delay value, hence it accepts higher load. Meanwhile a
highly loaded DiffServ node is assigned a higher delay
value, thus it accepts a smaller increase in its load.

X. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

We have conducted four experiments to evaluate the
performance of LBDSP and LBEDP algorithms and
to compare it with the performance of Equi-Partitioning
(EP) algorithm. All the simulations were performed on
the network shown in Fig. 2 using a modified version of
UC Berkeley ns-2.26 [35]. The primary objective of these
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experiments was to manage optimally EF traffic across
DiffServ network through EF flows balancing. In the first
experiment, we compared the EF e2e delay sensitivity of
both algorithms on the number of EF flows accepted along
the network simulation run time. In the second experi-
ment, we computed the number of EF flows successfully
accepted by our proposed algorithms and EP algorithm
from many connection requests generated. In this experi-
ment, the flows accepted require e2e delay bound of 90ms
and burst size (σ) of 280bytes. During these experiments,
we followed our interest in monitoring and computing
the number of EF flows accepted along the routing
path which is formed of Edge1,2−Core1,2,3,4,5−Edge4.
To simulate the LBEDP algorithm along this routing
path, we applied what we have already explained in
section VIII, so we increased the capacity and buffering
size at Core1,2,3,4,5 to compute dlf and duf values,
respectively at these DiffServ nodes.

In the third experiment, we compared the traffic burst
size sensitivity of both algorithms on the number of EF
flows accepted. In the fourth experiment, we evaluated
the evolution of available capacity Cav remained for EF
traffic with the number of EF flows accepted by LBDSP ,
LBEDP and EP algorithms. In this experiment, the flows
accepted require e2e delay bound of 84ms and burst size
(σ) of 250bytes. During these experiments, we followed
our interest in monitoring and computing the number of
EF flows accepted along the routing path which is formed
of Edge8−CoreG,D,B,1,A− Edge7.

TABLE I.
EF TRAFFIC SOURCES CHARACTERSTICS DURING LBDSP AND

LBEDP SIMULATION

Source Type Packet Size Peak Rate ON time OFF time

EF source 1
CBR 70 bytes 64kbps - -

EF source 12
CBR 70bytes 64kbps - -

EF source 2
Exponential 50bytes 64kbps 400ms 600ms

EF source 31
Exponential 50bytes 64kbps 400ms 600ms

EF source 32
Exponential 50bytes 64kbps 400ms 600ms

To simulate the LBEDP algorithm along this routing
path, we increased the capacity and buffering size at
CoreG,D,B,1,A, to compute the feasible lower and upper
delay values at these DiffServ nodes. The links connecting
both Core5- Edge4 and CoreA- Edge7 shown in Fig. 2
represent the network bottlenecks. The capacity of these
bottleneck links is 4.5Mbps, and the capacity of other
links is 6Mbps. The capacity is shared between the
supported traffic classes as 35% for EF class, which is
equivalent to 1.575Mbps of the bottleneck links’ capacity,
and 2,1Mbps of other links. And, 45 % of the links’ ca-
pacities are reserved for AF class. The remaining capacity
can be used by BE flows. The propagation delay over all
the network links was set to 1ms. The characteristics of
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Figure 3. Effect of end-to-end delay on number of EF flows accepted.
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Figure 4. Capacity evolution with the number of EF flows Accepted.

EF traffic sources are described in Table. I.
As a result, Fig. 3 shows us that the number of EF

flows accepted increases as their e2e delay requirements
increase as well. Obviously, as long as the real time
application flows can work normally with higher e2e
delay bounds, the network will be capable to accept more
EF flows in EF traffic aggregate, provided that all their
e2e delay requirements are satisfied. Both algorithms try
to accept the maximum of EF traffic flows which is
constrained by the bottleneck capacity along their routing
path. When the e2e delay is small, both algorithms have
almost the same performance. However, when the e2e
delay requirements get higher, the LBDSP accepts more
flows or outperforms the LBEDP algorithm. This might
be referred to that LBDSP performs better EF traffic
flows balancing along their routing path, when the slack in
their e2e delay is somehow high. When EF flows require
a deterministic e2e delay bound, where the number of
connection requests is small, then LBDSP algorithm
can lead to better network utilization than others as we
can conclude from Fig. 4. This results in increasing the
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Figure 6. Effect of EF traffic burst size on number of EF flows accepted.

number of eventual EF flows that could be accepted.
However, this good performance of LBDSP algorithm

almost disappears as we can conclude from Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6. Fig. 5 shows that the LBEDP algorithm accepts
more EF flows than LBDSP and EP algorithms as long
as the number of connection requests generated increases.
Fig. 6 shows also us that the number of EF flows
accepted decreases as long as their traffic burst increases.
It seems evident to get such results, since the traffic burst
size has a direct influence on the e2e delay budget of
EF flows. After removing this part from the e2e delay
requirement of a flow, the network will have somehow
stringent delay requirements, thus it could not support
more EF flows since the slack in e2e delay becomes small.
However, by employing LBEDP algorithm, DiffServ
nodes may support easily the traffic flows’ dlf . This is
why LBEDP outperforms LBDSP performance when
EF traffic is bursty or number of EF connection requests
increases leading to a potential traffic burst. Finally, we

can conclude from these results that LBDSP algorithm
outperforms LBEDP when the service rate of EF flows is
kept constant, and the number of connection requests gen-
erated along their routing path is low. However, LBEDP

algorithm outperforms LBDSP when EF traffic flows
become bursty along their routing path.

XI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced original management algo-
rithms to be integrated with the call admission control [1]
to accommodate optimally EF flows accepted in DiffServ
network. In fact, both service management [3] and control
mechanism [1] are two main components in the DiffServ
architecture to guarantee the e2e QoS required for EF
traffic.

We could improve the e2e QoS of EF traffic by
managing better its distribution over the different links
along its routing path. This management has been done
through optimizing network resource reservation for EF
traffic in the network, and by controlling the distribution
of EF traffic based on the available network resources.
We proposed LBDSP and LBEDP algorithms for par-
titioning the e2e delay requirements of a new EF flow
into per-link and per-node delay budget along its routing
path, respectively such that the e2e delay of new EF
flow and already EF traffic flows accepted in network are
guaranteed. Some network resource partitioning policies
were incorporated with these algorithms, to apportion the
e2e resource requirements into per-link resource along the
selected routing path.

We have conducted some experiments using ns
2.26 [35] to compare the performance of e2e delay and
traffic burstiness sensitivity of both algorithms on the
number of EF flows accepted during the network simula-
tion run time. We have found out that LBDSP algorithm
does better traffic balancing than LBEDP , when EF
traffic keeps its characteristics imposed at the network
ingress routers. In contrast, LBEDP algorithm makes the
network capable to accept more EF traffic flows, when
this traffic is bursty. By employing optimal e2e delay
budget and network resource partitioning algorithms for
EF aggregate traffic, we could obtain substantial gains
in DiffServ network efficiency and resource utilization.
Furthermore, processing load placed by the new flow over
the DiffServ node is reduced. EF traffic is also distributed
uniformly across the routing path, which results in bal-
ancing EF traffic loads on the network links along the
different routing paths.
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